Accomodation

- Crous student residence

- Around 440 € per month (warm)

- Studio apartment with small kitchen, good metro connection

- Available to Erasmus students via Sorbonne’s MoveOn
Administrative Info

• Semester starts 1. September
• No real break between semesters
• Very good French skills necessary (!)
• Language course are offered
University

• No TUMonline, signing up for classes in person with a professor
• Small classes, active participation encouraged
• Little to no homework
• No cheat sheets in exams
• Grading system: \( x/20 \) points; \( x<10 \) => fail (20 points basically impossible)
Tips

• Get aid from the caf (gives you money for rent)
• Meals (crous) are 1€ for étudiants boursier (Erasmus counts)
• Learn colloquial French (films, maybe audiobook, podcasts) (!)
• Join Erasmus groups, follow their Instagram accounts
  https://www.instagram.com/erasmuspartyinparis/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igshid=OGQ5ZDc2ODk2ZA==
  https://www.instagram.com/parismus_sorbonne/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igshid=OGQ5ZDc2ODk2ZA==
What to do

• Lots of Museums (free for EU residents under 26)
• Get food at lunch (formule midi), it’s rather cheap
• Enjoy Paris nightlife (Supersonic : free live music, Glazart or La Gare Le Gore : Techno)
• Go hang out in Bars of Cafés with friends (Café Populaire is affordable)
• If it’s warm : picnic at the Quais de la Seine
• Walk around the city (there are free Erasmus walking tours -> group)